City of Hyattsville

design guidebook
Commercial Façades

CITY OF HYATTSVILLE
4310 Gallatin Street

INTRODUCTION
Improving your business’ exterior
(façade) through new windows,
doors, lighting, awnings, and/
or signs can draw customers
into your business, build your
brand, and add vitality to the
City’s commercial areas. If you
are the property owner, exterior
improvements can make your
property more attractive to
potential tenants.
A modern,
well-maintained façade shows
customers and the community that
you are here to stay and take pride
in your business. Keeping your
façade in good condition makes
it more likely as a property owner
you will catch big maintenance
issues before they become even
costlier. Even something as
simple as a fresh coat of paint can
transform a space and make it
more welcoming to passersby.
Making improvements may not
be as expensive as you think,
and financial resources may be
available to help defray the cost.
To encourage private investment
in commercial properties, the
City operates a matching grant
program called the Commercial
Façade Improvement Program.
The City matches money spent
dollar-for-dollar by business
or building owners who make
qualified improvements to their
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façades from $5,000 to $50,000.
Applications for the Commercial
Façade Improvement Program
typically are posted in the spring.
You can learn more information
and the date of the next
application window by visiting
hyattsville.org/facade. The City
can also provide businesses with
information on potential sources
of state funding.
The following information is
provided by the City of Hyattsville
to provide ideas and serve as a

resource for businesses and/or
commercial property owners in the
City undertaking or considering
making exterior improvements
to their property. The guidelines
provided are not mandatory
requirements by the City or Prince
George’s County, but rather best
practices and a collection of ideas
and examples through realworld photos. Photos included
are within the Washington, D.C.
region, including Hyattsville,
Bethesda, Takoma Park and parts
of Washington D.C.
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SIGNS
Signs offer a way to quickly visually convey a wealth of information from the name of your business, the types
of goods or services you offer, hours you’re open and contact information, or temporary information like sales.
They can be flush against the side of a building, project over the sidewalk, or be printed onto windows and
doors. They can be illuminated through individual letters or exterior lighting.

When choosing a type of sign, it is important to consider quality materials like wood or metals. These materials
will last longer than a vinyl sign board and are of higher design quality.

Please note depending on your location within the City of Hyattsville, there may be additional County
regulations regarding sign type and size. If you have any questions as you are designing your sign, please
contact the City of Hyattsville’s Department of Community and Economic Development for more information
on whether these apply to your building’s location.
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FLAT
SIGN
page 7
Flat signs are mounted to the face of
a building and do not project over the
sidewalk.

INDIVIDUAL
LETTERS
page 10
Individual lettering can be affixed to a
sign or directly affixed to the building.

BLADE
SIGN
page 12
Blade signs are mounted onto the building
façade and project over the street from the
building.
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PORTABLE
SIGN
page 16
Portable signs, also known as sandwich
boards or A-frame signs, are freestanding
signs usually located on the sidewalk.

WINDOW
GRAPHICS
page 18
Graphics provide a way to reinforce a
company’s brand, products and services,
and/or operating hours using windows
and doors.

PAINTED
SIGN
page 22
Painted signs are where the business
name, graphics, or even a mural are
painted directly onto a building.
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Cost Estimate

VINYL
WOOD
METAL
ACRYLIC

$
$-$$$$
$-$$
$-$$

FLAT SIGN
Flat signs are mounted to the face of a building and do not project over the sidewalk.
These signs may include individual letters or graphics affixed to a background, painted
or otherwise designed directly on the background, punched metal, etc. Common
materials are wood, metal, and glass.
Flat signs can come in any size: from a small icon above a window or door to a longer
sign running across the entire storefront. They can be cut into typical shapes like circles,
rectangles, or squares or unique options that fit your company’s logo or brand. Flat signs
offer a very flexible range of price and design options to fit your budget. When using
proper materials and mounting hardware, they are very durable.
Flat signs can be externally lit or not. The following photos include both lit and unlit
signs. Common contemporary, stylish lighting for flat signs are gooseneck lights.
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Signs

DolceZZA, Bethesda Row
DolceZZa in Bethesda has a transparent glass sign mounted to the face of the building with individual letters affixed to the
glass. Branding is repeated through a blade sign with inverted colors and door graphics.

Fatty’s Tattoo & Piercings, H Street DC
This is a metal flat sign with the letters and logo in a “punched out” style.
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Signs

DC Harvest, H Street DC
This flat sign has a unique shape. The letters are individually mounted onto the sign.

Terrain Cafe, Bethesda Row
Terrain Café in Bethesda has a flat painted sign affixed at eye level, as opposed to above windows and doors. Visual interest is
added by the awning, string lights, and vegetation.
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Cost
Estimate
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WOOD
METAL
ACRYLIC
ILLUMINATION: BACKLIT
ILLUMINATION: INTERNAL

$$-$$$$
$$-$$$
$
$$$-$$$$
$$$$

INDIVIDUAL LETTERS
Individual lettering or numbers come in
two forms. They can be affixed to a sign,
which is then affixed to a building. Or,
the individual letters/numbers can be
directly affixed to the building. Materials
for individual lettering are typically metal
but can be made from woods or plastics.
These individual letters/numbers can be
externally lit, internally lit, back lit, or not
lit at all.
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Signs

Luke’s Lobster, Bethesda Row
The letters at Luke’s Lobster in Bethesda are simple wood letters and externally illuminated by three gooseneck lights.

Kapnos, U Street DC
Ths inidivudal letter sign is unique because the logo shows that not all elements need to stay within the typical sign board.
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Signs

Fish Taco, Bethesda Row
This sign has individual metal letters in a matte finish and its logo backlit by dark blue lights. The metal matches the
overhang.

Lee’s Flower Shop, U Street DC
This individual letter sign shows how simple, single-color signage can be noticeabale and effective. The letters pop out
against the cream paint, and the black is matched by the ground floor facade’s black paint. The “O” in the shape of a flower is
also simple but powerful.
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Cost Estimate

WOOD
METAL
ACRYLIC
OBJECT (3D)

$-$$$$
$$
$$
$-$$

BLADE SIGN
Blade signs are mounted onto the building façade and project into the street from the
building. Unlike flat signs which are affixed to the building, a pedestrian is likely to first
notice a blade sign because it is facing them as they walk down a sidewalk or street.
Blade signs are rarely the only signage provided to advertise a business and are often
paired with some type of larger sign above the windows and doors of a business.
Blade signs may be oriented vertically or horizontally. Like flat signs, they can come in
standard shapes like squares, rectangles, or circles or can be custom cut to match your
design or logo. They can be painted or have individual lettering or graphics. Typically,
if blade signs are illuminated, it is done so internally. Common materials are woods,
metals, and plastics.
Creative designs can also be employed in the use of mounting materials and poles that
hold the sign away from the building.
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Signs

DolceZZa, Bethesda Row
A reflective square blade sign with painted letters.

Taoti Creative, Eastern Market DC
This blade sign is oriented vertically with effective use of
color and contrast, matching the paint colors of the facade.
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Kendra Scott, Bethesda Row
A combination of metal and acrylic individual letters and
graphics.

Granville Moore’s, H Street DC
This wooden blade sign’s character and hardware match
the businesss’ tavern theme.

Signs

FishTaco, Bethesda Row
A wooden blade sign with colored wood letters.

Solid State Books, H Street DC
This is an icon blade sign, a 3-D object that represents or
calls attention to the business.

Farmbird, H Street DC
This blade sign shows the logo instead of a business name.
It does not project far away from the building.

Ophelia’s Fish House, Eastern Market DC
This oval wooden blade sign has the business name carved
into the sign. The letters were then painted.
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Cost Estimate

CHALKBOARD $
CUSTOM $
WEIGHTED $

PORTABLE SIGN
Portable signs, also known as sandwich boards or A-frame signs, are freestanding signs
usually located on the sidewalk. These can be used to advertise temporary information
like sales or specials or information like store hours. They can hold printed signs or
have a chalkboard backing for handwritten messages. Portable signs are often very cost
efficient, so they make a great a great secondary sign to draw attention to a specific
facet of a business.
Portable signs should only be used when the business is operating and brought into the
business at the end of the day. When using portable signs, do not obstruct the sidewalk.
Leave at least three feet of sidewalk clear to accommodate those who use mobility
devices, per the ADA.
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Signs

This portable sign is branded, with the business name above

This chalkboard sign is simple and painted to match the

and in colors matching its logo and facade features.

painted trim of the facade.

This is another chalkboard sign but with a traditional wood

These portable signs come with a weighted base and are

finish and some detailing on the top for visual interest.

flexibile to not fall over in the wind.
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Cost Estimate

GRAPHICS $-$$

WINDOW SIGN
Window graphics provide a way to reinforce your company’s brand, products and
services, and/or display your operating hours using store windows as display space.
These can be permanent – like the name of the business – or temporary, such as
seasonal decorations or sales. When selecting window graphics, be careful not to clutter
the window with signs or graphics. This reduces sightlines from the business to the
street.
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Signs

Taoti Creative, Eastern Market DC
Like the corresponding blade sign, the window grahpics are
oriented vertically. The white graphics on the door are the
inverse of the blade sign.

Dolci Gelati Cafe, Takoma Park
The business name and logo in matching white are on
display of the main entrance door. A hand-made open/
closed sign hangs below.
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Signs

Sabun Home, Bethesda Row
Window graphics use white text and graphics to display the business name, hours open, logo, and products and services
offered. Leaf accents provide a splash of color but still allow pedestrians to see into the store and the display window.

Solid State Books, H Street DC
The large size of the indivual letters in the windows and doors draw the attention to the business. The orange color of the
window graphics matches the orange in the icon blade sign hanging above.
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Signs

Peloton, Bethesda Row
Peloton’s window graphics in Bethesda Row are a good example of how to not
overcrowd a storefront. Although the whole window may look covered, the varying sizes
of circles provide an ample view into the business from the street.
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Cost Estimate

PAINTED SIGN $-$$$

PAINTED SIGNS
Some businesses paint the business name,
graphics, or even a mural directly onto
the façade of the building. Like other
materials, make sure to choose high
quality, long lasting paints up-front to
decrease maintenance costs. Most painted
signs and murals also feature some sort of
lighting element to illuminate the sign in
the evening hours.
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Signs

Acqua Al 2, Eastern Market DC
The painted sign has varying shades and is painted in an interesting way. The colors combine well with other features of the
façade to create a sense of place.

Vigilante Coffee Company, Hyattsville
The black paint stands out against the white and matches the black awnings. Light beige trim on the roof calls attention
to the painted sign.The sign also makes creative use of building features like the larger middle portion of the building and
painting the downspout to add visual interest to the building.
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Signs

Le Grenier, H Street DC
The red paint for the main lettering complements the red gooseneck lighting and the red trim of the door and windows (not
pictured). The background “G” ties the painted sign into the grey accents of the facade.

Sangfroid Distilling, Hyattsville
The white lettering of the sign ties into the painted window and door trim and stands out well against the purple paint.
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ACRYLIC
CANVAS
VINYL
METAL

$$-$$$
$$-$$$
$-$$
$$-$$$$

AWNINGS
Awnings are door or window coverings affixed to the
building. They can be fabric, wood, metal, or a combination.
They may provide shelter for pedestrians or customers from

the weather or be ornamental. Awnings are a good way to break up large buildings and for individual businesses
to delineate their space. They add color and other visual interest. Some may be retractable, especially in the
case of sidewalk seating for cafes and restaurants. With awnings and canopies, stick to investing in high quality
materials. It may feel more expensive up front, but they are more durable and so will require less maintenance
and replacement over time.

Terrain Cafe, Bethesda Row
The metal awning provides a place for
the foliage and lights. It’s curved in a
unique shape.
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Awnings

Luke’s Lobster, Bethesda Row
The awning is a striped pattern with the company’s logo complemented with a blade sign (lower right) and the company’s
logo as a window graphic (see page 69).

Francesca’s, Bethesda Row
A heavy fabric sign in the store’s branded colors is complemented with a blade sign (upper left) and illuminated with
gooseneck lighting.
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Awnings

Aveda, Bethesda Row
The awning is a triangle, mimicking the business logo. Recessed lighting provides illumination to the storefront and a blade
sign underneath the canopy.

Jaleo, Bethesda Row
This awning adds color to the façade’s grey and white paint. The awnings next to it are a solid color, but this one has a
pattern to stand out along with text. String lights are affixed below the awnings and stretch across the façade.
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Awnings

J. McLaughlin, Bethesda Row
J. McLaughlin’s orange awnings complement the blue trim of its doors and windows. The orange is repeated in window text
with the company’s name.
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WINDOWS
Windows can come in any shape, size, and trim to match your creativity and budget. Glass is often the most
expensive part of a façade, but good-quality windows can reduce your energy costs and improve the visual
appeal of your storefront. Generally, the larger the pane of glass, the more expensive it is. If you are looking
to still have a lot of glass in your storefront but keep costs low, consider having multiple panes together.
Storefronts should have ample window space in order to break up buildings and provide a clear view for
pedestrians walking by. Windows and displays can be interesting, but it is best to avoid visual clutter.

TRANSOM

31

OPERABLE

37

DISPLAY

34

GENERAL

40
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Windows

TRANSOM
page 31
Transom windows are windows above
the door or other windows. They provide
another way for light to enter the store.

DISPLAY
page 34

Display windows can be flush with the
building or in more historical storefronts
may project out from the building. As the
name suggests, these are typically places
where merchandise is displayed.

OPERABLE
page 37

Operable windows can be opened to
additional seating or provide fresh air
during good weather.

GENERAL
page 40
In this section, we have included examples
of windows which may not fit into the
above categories but give design ideas.
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TRANSOM WINDOWS
Transom windows are windows above
the door or other windows. They provide
an additional way for light to enter the
store. They are common in historical
Victorian storefronts, some of which
remain in Hyattsville. Historically, they
were often operable windows used
to increase fresh air and ventilation
and increase natural light. Today,
transom windows are typically used as a
decorative element.
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Windows

DolceZZa, Bethesda Row
The transom window is located above the door and the sign board. Window graphics display the building number.

Lou Lou, Bethesda Row
These transom windows are located above the display windows. All windows are recessed into their frames.
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Windows

Jaleo, Bethesda Row
This transom window is curved, mimicking the entrway arch and windows (not pictured) on the sides of the building.

Dolci Gelati Cafe, Takoma Park
Transom windows are above the door and the main window. The transom windows are multipaned, adding visual
interest to the storefront.
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DISPLAY WINDOWS
Display windows can be flush with the
building or in historical storefronts may
project from the building. As the name
suggests, these are typically places where
merchandise is displayed. Display windows
can vary in size and position. Some display
windows begin at the ground and run
all the way to the sign area of a façade.
Other display windows may be more at
a pedestrian’s eye-level. Sometimes,
businesses display window graphics like
the name and/or logo of the business.
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Windows

Anthropologie, Bethesda Row
Anthropologie’s display window is elevated off the ground. The trim and bulkhead (the area between the ground and the
window) repeat the same color scheme and feel. The panes of glass are larger.

Morley, Bethesda Row
Morley has multiple display windows on the storefront. Merchandise is slightly elevated off the ground and flush with the
window trim.
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Windows

The Daily Rider, H Street DC
A pair of display windows create a recessed entrance. The displays are elevated to be flush with the trim. Window graphics
with the business name adorn each side.

J. McLauglin
J. McLaughlin has single paned display windows on either side of the entrance.
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OPERABLE WINDOWS
Operable windows are most commonly found in
restaurants, bars, cafes, etc. They remain closed
during off-season or bad weather, but can be
opened to additional seating or provide fresh air
during good weather. These function as windows
when they are closed, but may open completely
from the ground and double as doors when open.
Operable windows may function vertically, such
as a garage door; or horizontally stacked to the
side against a wall or column.
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Windows

Pizzeria Paradiso, Hyattsville
Pizzeria Paradiso utilizes space on their outdoor patio to great effect with low-profile seating in front of roll-up windows.

American Tap Room, Bethesda Row
American Tap Room’s entryway windows slide open accordion-style. The black matte finish complements the copper
metallic finish of the façade around it.
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Windows

Tio Javier, Eastern Market DC
These traditional wood windows become accordion doors on the left and right, combining the patio and dining room during
good weather.

Vigilante Coffee Company, Hyattsville
This metal frame window is a garage door which lifts up into the ceiling above to open the store to the outside seating area.
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GENERAL WINDOWS
Below are some examples of windows
that may or may not fit the terms above,
but are provided to show various design,
color, and material choices. Window trim
may match your door or other elements
of your façade; or it can contrast. The
opportunities are limitless.
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Windows

Smith Commons, H Street DC
A large pane of glass is located on the second story. On the third story, four single rectangular windows provide accents and
mimic the rectanuglar shape of the building.

Frame of Mine, Eastern Market DC
These large windows provide ample space for the window graphic motif.
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Windows

Clothes Encounters of a Second Kind, Eastern Market DC
The window has interior white trim to create a paneld effect. The white paint contrasts the pastel blue and purple of the trim
and door.

Roscoe’s Pizzeria, Takoma Park
The large pane of glass serves as a focal point. Multipaneled transom windows on the sides break up the space and keep the
focal point at the front. This window sticks out to create a small alcove in the restaurant; two more windows are found on
both sides (not visible).
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DOORS
Like windows, doors can be any size, material, shape, color, and hardware that your budget and
creativity can come up with. Below we provide a variety of examples of doors. Doors can be all glass,
mostly glass with a wood or metal trim, or glass that serves more as an accent. Some doors may be
constructed entirely out of wood and have no glass at all. Some doors match the trim of the windows
while some contrast. Some hardware is creative and modern, while others more traditional. The size
of door handles can also vary and have different impacts on the façade design.

Terrain Cafe, Bethesda Row
A single door with a side window and transom window in a recessed entrance. The glass takes up most of the
door.
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Doors

Fish Taco, Bethesda Row
A single door with glass in the upper half. The graphics
match the white door. The entry is recessed, and an
overhang provides shelter for customers. The handle is a
medium sized, flat handle affixed to a piece of metal of the
same color and texture.
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Modern Market, Bethesda Row
A double door in a recessed entrance and transom windows
above. The hardware runs almost the entire length of the
glass and is a metal cylinder.

Doors

Acqua Al 2, Eastern Market DC
A double door in a traditional wood frame. The glass is
paneled, but stretches almost from top to bottom of the
door. There are decorative door knockers and small door
handles in a metal finish.

Bonobos, Bethesda Row
A single door with glass taking up much of the door. The
trim matches the overall façade. The handle is a contrasting
silver and matches the individual numbers for the street
address. The handle is a medium-sized metal cylinder,
curving at the ends to affix to the door.
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Doors

ReMax, Eastern Market DC
A single door with multiple glass panes in the upper half of
the door. The door has rectangular detailing in the bottom
half. The paint is two-toned for accent. The door and
transom window are slightly recessed.
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Taoti Creative, Eastern Market DC
A single door with a rectangular single pane of glass taking
up most of the frame. The trim complements the blade sign
(page 14). The hardware promotes a more modern feel.

LIGHTING
Lighting serves many functions. It improves pedestrian street life by breaking up blank
walls and providing illumination for safety; it can light design elements such as blade
signs, awnings or flat signs; and it can be a way for a business to highlight its character
and personality. Common lighting elements include (but are not limited to) sconces and
goosenecks. Bulbs and glass can provide different color and intensities of light. Consider
using energy efficient bulbs like LEDs within lighting elements to reduce energy costs
and light pollution.
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Lighting

SCONCES

501H Street Apartments, H Street DC
A sconce with a gas light feel but a modern update.

Morley, Bethesda Row
An up-down flattened cylindrical sconce with a modern
casing.

FishTaco, Bethesda Row
A cylindrical sconce is centered on a black mounting with
black accents wrapping around.

Eastern Market Nails, Eastern Market DC
This box lantern has metal accents to create a multipaned
effect. The metal is painted to promote a rustic feel.
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Lighting

GOOSENECKS

ReMax, Eastern Market
The gooseneck mounting in this example is straight, with an
elongated shade. The white and black colors contrast.

Nonna’s Kitchen
This gooseneck light is very short with a slight bend. The
shade is a wide cone shape. The shade is faux-dented metal.

Smith Commons, DC
This gooseneck does not project far from the building. The
neck is long but sharply curves. The neck and shade are in
the same color.

Boxcar Tavern, Eastern Market DC
These goosenecks are red and illuminate the flat sign. The
necks project straight out before they curve.
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SIDEWALK
Sidewalk elements – sometimes referred to as streetscapes – are items located outside
the business on the sidewalk or attached to the building that add visual interest and
a sense of place. Typical items are planters, street trees, murals, decorative lighting,
sidewalk seating for restaurants, and benches. Some of these items may be provided
directly by a business itself or by an association of businesses in the area in the case of a
Business Improvement District (BID).
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PLANTERS

52

WRAPPINGS
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PLANTERS
page 52
Planters come in various sizes, shapes,
materials, and designs. Planters may be
free standing or affixed to the building.

MURALS
page 55
Murals can be a way to add interest to
alleys or large, blank spaces of buildings.
They are popular on social media.

WRAPPINGS
page 57
These can be a creative way to advertise a
space without causing an area to appear
abandoned or uninviting.

SEATING
page 59
Sidewalk seating can be for passerby
or specifically for customers such as at
restaurants and cafes.
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Sidewalk

SIDEWALK PLANTERS

This is a rectangular planter about knee-high. Decorative
elements adorn the planter and a trellis is placed in the
middle of a frame which matches the planter’s color.

This is a shorter square planter with a 3-D lion motif on
all four sides. The box is painted with two complementing
colors.

This is a tall planter with ridged ceramic detailing.

This large planter is in the shape of a vase. Circles are
indented on the outside for a unique finish.
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Sidewalk

FIXED PLANTERS

Ambar, Eastern Market DC
These wooden window planter boxes contribute to the feeling of a street cafe.

Ophelia’s Fish House, Eastern Market DC
These simple boxes affixed to the patio railing demonstrate you don’t need bulky planter boxes to add something green.
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Sidewalk

Aveda, Bethesda Row
This planter box is an addition to the building. It projects from the display window in a low-profile way.

Quavaro, Eastern Market DC
These hayrack planters are another kind of window planter.
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SMITH COMMONS, H STREET DC
Smith Commons commissioned a
Baltimore artist for this mural.

MURALS

Murals add interest to alleys or large, blank spaces of buildings. They
can also circulate quickly on social media. While a few examples are
included, there are many murals to be found around Washington, D.C.
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Sidewalk

530 8th Street SE, Washington, DC
This mural is in muted colors with various shapes and designs.

Vigilante Coffee Company, Hyattsville
The mural at Vigilante Coffee Company faces a parking and delivery area. What otherwise would be an uninviting blank wall
is a bright, colorful mural related to the business.
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Sidewalk

WRAPPINGS

Wrappings can be permanent or temporary ways to

530 8th Street SE, Washington, DC
The columns on this four-story building have different
motifs but in the same materials and similar colors. This
can break up façades and add features to otherwise blank
columns.

1924 8th Street NW, Washington, DC
This column is wrapped in a design reflecting the character
of the business. It is more attractive than a concrete or metal
pillar. The blade sign is affixed to the column.

add visual interest or disguise otherwise bland or
uninspiring elements such as pillars, vacant spaces, or
construction areas.
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Sidewalk

Bethesda Row
Placemaking banners affixed to a chain-link fence surrounding a construction site in Bethesda Row.

Bethesda Row
A vacant business space is covered in bright, colorful window graphics as opposed to boarded up or papered. Treating vacant
spaces in this way does not take away from the vibrancy of the surrounding establishments. This technique can also be used
when a space is under renovation as a way to advertise an incoming business.
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SEATING
Seating can be antyhing from benches
and chairs that are affixed to the sidewalk
or freestanding furniture. The seating
may be intended for the use of the public
or part of businesses like bars and cafes
for sidewalk seating.
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Sidewalk

Pizzeria Paradiso, Hyattsville.
These low-profile bar stools in front of an operable window make creative use of outdoor space.

Bethesda Row
Long wooden benches are paired with bright green wooden rockers. Similar seating in a variety of colors can be found
throughout Bethesda Row.
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Sidewalk

1005 U Street NW, Washington, DC
A bench has been built within a treebox on DC’s U Street.

Bethesda Row
The wooden rockers of Bethesda Row in another location and color.
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FAÇADES
This section includes photos of an entire
façade which makes good use of a variety
of positive design elements.
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Façades

OPHELIA’S FISH HOUSE
Gooseneck lights illuminate the oval-shaped flat sign. The blade sign (page 15) is in
the same shape and design. Traditional wood trim on the windows are accented with
painted trim. The entrance is recessed, creating two window alcoves on either side. The
paint colors are unique and bold and call attention to the business, but do not clash with
other buildings on the block.

501 8th Street SE, Washington, DC
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Façades

J. MCLAUGHLIN
J. McLaughlin uses contrasting colors between the awnings and door and window trim.
The business name is in white lettering except for the window graphics in orange to tie
back to the awnings. Glass is predominantely featured, but the use of trim does a good
job of delineating the space. Small planters are placed outside.

4851 Bethesda Ave, Bethesda, MD
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Façades

LAVAGNA
Lavagna’s pop of color in the door frame calls attention to the entrance. The fencing
of the seating area matches the door frame’s color. Its flat sign is located in a former
transom window and its logo is painted again on both the focal window and door. A
gooseneck light acts as an accent on the main pillar. At the end of its awning (retracted
in this photo) are decorative lights.

539 8th Street SE, Washington, DC
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Façades

DCANTER
DCanter has a blade sign in a unique shape. The sign hardware mimics the curves of
the window graphics. A large transom window stretches across the façade. Two large
display windows are on either side of the single door. The door’s purple frame provides a
splash of color in the same shade as the outline of the wooden blade sign. A portable sign
is in front.

545 8th Street SE, Washington, DC
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Façades

TH

325 7 ST SE (DC)
This building is home to two businesses. The blade signs, combined with door graphics,
indicate which door belongs to which business. Planters align the walkway to the shop on
the right. The large amount of glass is broken up with interesting framing. The colors go well
together and are repeated in the trim of the second story windows. Decorative gaslight sconces
are on either side of the facade.
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Façades

AMBAR
Ambar shows how a second story can be dressed up as part of a facade. Here, the
window awnings (a third window is not pictured) are in a black/white stripe pattern
with a solid black front detailing the restaurant’s offerings. Goosenecks illuminate the
individual letters affixed to the building.

523 8th Street SE, Washington, DC
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Façades

LUKE’S LOBSTER
Luke’s Lobster storefront features wood in different arrangements and styles.
Goosenecks illuminate the individual letter sign. The large windows to the left of the
entrance have the company’s logo. A blade sign hangs just between the door and the
main window. A transom window is above the double doors with the building number.
The white lights, signs, and graphics stand out against the natural wood tones.

7129 Bethesda Lane, Bethesda, MD
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Façades

DOLCI GELATI CAFE
Dolci Gelati Cafe is part of a two-tenant building, with Roscoe’s Pizzeria to the left. Like
Roscoe’s, Dolci has a large display window in a different shape. The transom windows
above the door and focal window are paneled to add interest. The window graphics are
the company’s logo in white. Some color is provided by the flat sign to the left. A sconce
illuminates the sign in its left corner.

7040 Carroll Avenue, Takoma Park, MD
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COST ESTIMATES
FLAT SIGNS

The price of a flat sign will be primarily dependent on the size, shape,
and material of your sign. In general, smaller sizes and traditional
shapes are less expensive than larger signs or customized shapes. Cost
will also depend on the installation materials and brackets used.

VINYL $
WOOD $-$$$$
METAL $-$$
ACRYLIC $-$$

INDIVIDUAL LETTERS

WOOD $$-$$$$
METAL $$-$$$

As with flat signs, the price of individual lettering will depend on
whether or not you are also constructing a sign for them to be affixed
to, or if you are simply affixing them to a building. The size and number
of letters will also influence the price.

ACRYLIC $
BACKLIT $$$-$$$$
INTERNALLY LIT $$$$

BLADE SIGNS

WOOD $-$$$$

The price of blade signs will depend on the size, shape, and mounting
or hanging materials you choose. With blade signs, one can also choose
to mix materials for unique effects and to keep costs within a budget.

METAL $$
ACRYLIC $$
OBJECT (3D) $-$$

PORTABLE SIGNS

Portable signs are generally inexpensive, but you can spend more
for personalization or customization (or make the improvements
yourself).

CHALKBOARD $
CUSTOM $
WEIGHTED $

WINDOW GRAPHICS

The price of window/door graphics will depend on the size and number
of colors in the design. In general, graphics made of standard letters
and numbers are less expensive than a graphic of a custom design like
a logo.

GRAPHICS $-$$

PAINTED SIGNS

The price of painted signs depends on the size of the design, number of
colors, and intricacies of the design. The cost of labor for hand-painting
the design will also vary on the above as well as whether scaffolding
would be required.

AWNINGS

The cost of awnings depends on the size and type of material.
Retractable awnings are more expensive than stationary awnings.

PAINTED SIGN $-$$$
ACRYLIC
CANVAS
VINYL
METAL

$$-$$$
$$-$$$
$-$$
$$-$$$$

Thank you to Green Owl Design for their assistance with developing these cost estimates.
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